Assignments and Assessments
Students have two weeks after the end of a unit to finish and turn in any missing or incomplete work. Students have two weeks to retake an assessment (i.e. test or quiz) and must have all unit assignments completed and turned in before retaking the assessment. Assessment retakes will require a retake form to be filled out and signed by a parent or guardian beforehand.

Assignments = 20%  Assessments = 80%

All work is due one week before the end of the quarter.

Movies/Films
The 9th Grade World Geography team may show all or part of the following movies during the year: Cry Freedom; Human Planet Series; World in the Balance; The Population Paradox (Nova); Guns, Germs and Steel (Episode 1); God Grew Tired of Us, Remember the Titans, Gandhi, and River of Victory. Jordan School District policy requires advance notice before showing these movies. If you would like your student to be given an alternate assignment, contact the teacher.